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Sustainable solutions for  
subsequent generations

New seasons bring new beginnings.  

This November sees Christine Lagarde 
take over the helm of the European 
Central Bank (ECB). She brings her 
skills as a seasoned diplomatist and 
communicator to the ECB, after eight 
high-octane years under the “saviour 
of the euro” Mario Draghi. 

A new guard at the ECB comes amid 
troubled economic times, as we 
explore in our investment outlook. 
A focus on resolving trade tensions 
will be key to mitigating the risks 
to global growth, while volatility 
looks set to continue. In a market 
with few sources of superior returns, 
we make the case that private assets 
can have an important role to play 
in portfolios.

Ms Lagarde has argued that 
in addition to the ECB’s primary 
price stability mandate, combatting 
climate change should also be a 
core concern for the bank, given 
the “macro-critical risks” it 
could pose. We echo the need for 
sustainable investment solutions, 
amid a global shift that is already 
transforming our economies and 
the companies that drive them. 

Indeed, we believe the transition 
to a more inclusive, low-carbon 
and sustainable economic model 
will create fantastic investment 
opportunities, driven by companies 
that focus on multiple bottom-lines: 

not only profits but also people 
and planet. We call these companies 
the Eagles, in stark contrast to the 
head-in-the-sand Ostriches. Our job 
is to find these far-sighted corporates 
for our clients. 

As testimony to our own sustainability 
commitments, we were proud to 
become the world’s first global 
wealth and asset manager to gain 
B Corp certification in March, and 
to be recognised in B Lab’s ‘Best 
for the World’ customer category 
for 2019. In this edition, we discuss 
‘why sustainability is good business,’ 
as well as the methodology and 
ramifications of this leading 
corporate sustainability rating.

Relocation is another topical issue 
across Europe. With two million 
people migrating between EU 
member states every year, a move 
made without forward planning 
can trigger a host of unwanted legal 
and tax ramifications. Our wealth 
planners dispel some common myths 
around relocation, and examine 
two case studies: an entrepreneur 
and an international family.

We also turn our focus on the next 
generation. In May, we hosted 
a ‘Lombard Odier Generations 
Summit’ during the 2019 Venice 
Biennale, to discuss how to ensure 
a better, more sustainable world for 
subsequent generations, and future 
prosperity for all. This high-level 

summit brought together thought 
leaders in academia, including 
a Nobel prize-winning economist, 
and entrepreneurs in fields as diverse 
as urban design, vertical farming 
and reducing CO2 emissions.  

And of course, we recap some 
key developments at the Bank, 
including the arrival of our new 
Managing Partner Alexandre Zeller 
and his commitment to continued 
innovation, as well as our partnership 
with Carpenters Workshop Gallery on 
DYSFUNCTIONAL, an immersive 
exhibition of collectible design. 
Finally, we reflect on a number of 
awards won, including the prestigious 
accolade ‘Western Europe’s Best 
Bank for Wealth Management’ 
at Euromoney’s 2019 Awards 
for Excellence. 

We wish you happy reading, 
and would encourage you to get 
in touch with your banker for more 
information on any of these topics – 
we would love to hear your views.

Editorial

Back to cover page
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While such a best-case scenario does remain possible, 
repeated rounds of tariffs have already been implemented 
and, even if political considerations do lead to a deal before 
the 2020 US elections, it would probably not involve a 
significant reduction of the existing levies. Trade flows and 
global supply chains started to be disrupted already in late 
2018 (see chart 1) and an agreement bringing tariffs back 
to the levels that prevailed then seems unlikely. For sure, 
any temporary truce between the two global powerhouses 
would be welcome, but we doubt that a major withdrawal 
of tariffs lies around the corner – with both Democrats and 
Republicans seemingly in favour of a hard-line strategy of 
economic containment with regards to China.
The question then becomes: will the ongoing trade shock 
prompt a recession in the US – and by extension the world?
Our take is that preconditions for a US recession in the 
coming quarters are not (yet) met. Such a development 
would require that the US consumer comes under pressure 
and credit risk arises on a significant scale, neither of which 
is currently apparent. The overall deterioration of monetary 
and credit conditions in the US – or even in Europe for that 
matter – remains modest to non-existent (see chart 2).

Investment perspectives

Trade shock still weighing on global 
growth – but no US recession in view
The US-China trade dispute has sucked all the oxygen 
out of the global economy. Central banks are working 
the monetary pumps to make the atmosphere more 
breathable and prevent severe fainting spells – even 
though they do not have the means to fully offset the 
strain. Do better days lie ahead of us?

The debate about global recovery is more structural than 
cyclical, given that there does not seem to be a reasonable 
prospect of significant revival in output and trade without 
a genuine de-escalation of the US-China dispute.

Key highlights
• Without a genuine de-escalation of the US-China dispute, involving a significant reduction in existing import duties, 

a revival in global output and trade is not to be expected.

• Resilient consumption has upheld US growth in recent months – although the picture is becoming more complicated 
as job growth slows and sectors like manufacturing and business investment emit signs of concern.

• In Europe, the ECB is taking extensive action to counter the continuing – even extending – slowdown, but the potency 
of its measures is doubtful.

• Having just implemented the much-awaited VAT hike, Japanese policymakers will now focus on containing the near-
term economic fallout.

• Trade uncertainty is taking its toll on emerging economies, but improved fundamentals and extensive monetary 
easing are helping them navigate the tougher global waters.

• The 4th quarter could see a continuation of recent market dynamics, with the global trade outlook determining 
investor appetite for equities. We maintain a defensive asset allocation, underweighting equities and overweighting 
both gold and the Japanese yen – while still clearly favouring carry strategies.

• Although the USD will retain its safe haven status, we continue to expect modest medium-term weakness – the 
misalignment with fundamentals is becoming stretched and further Fed rate cuts will likely weigh on the greenback.

Investment Strategy
— Lombard Odier Investment Solutions, Fourth Quarter (Q4) 2019

Samy Chaar 
Chief Economist, 
Bank Lombard Odier & Co Ltd

Back to cover page
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As for US consumption, which accounts for more than 70% 
of the economy, concerns will only be warranted if/when 
businesses start to let go of their workforce. For now, the job 
market remains tight. In a context of relatively full capacity 
but reluctance on the part of company managements to 
commit to long-run investment plans because of the global 
uncertainty, labour is needed to offset the lack of capital 
spending. Note for instance that the manufacturing sector, 
while clearly in contraction, has created an average of 
11,000 jobs per month over the past year. 
If the externally driven slowdown does come to spill over 
to the domestic economy, we should first observe a pickup 
in jobless claims. Historically, their lead time to both 
peaks in the payroll and recessions has been significant. 
The unemployment rate also typically troughs ahead of 
recessions, so is another indicator to be monitored.
Finally, dismissing employees is a solution of last resort for 
businesses. In difficult times, they tend to first try to contain 

labour costs by reducing the average workweek, increasing 
the number of employees working part-time for economic 
reasons, and resorting to temporary layoffs. No change in 
trend in any of these indicators is apparent at this point. 
All told, continued slow growth is definitely to be expected, 
but no recession in the near future – with the US consumer 
still supported by a tight labour market, resilient wage 
growth, low gasoline prices, high savings and a booming 
real estate sector on the back of the low cost of debt 
(see chart 3).
In this environment of material risks to economic growth 
(the above-discussed trade shock being compounded by 
the Brexit saga and mounting tensions in the Middle-East) – 
but no US recession in view – and thus interest rates that are 
set to stay low, we continue to favour a slightly defensive 
bias in equities, long carry strategies in fixed income, and 
volatility hedges such as the yen, gold and put options.

1. Average US tariffs on all Chinese imports (USD 522 bn) vs world trade volumes
In % – Substantial and systematic tariffs have been implemented (dark bars) and announced (light bars)

2. Except for the Fed, major central banks have limited room 
to cut policy rates and much easing is already priced in
Global policy rates (plain) and market expectations (dashed) – in %

Sources: Bloomberg, Datastream, Lombard Odier calculations

3. Lower rates have helped drive home sales
In % yoy*

* year on year, ** left hand scale, *** right hand scale. 
Sources: Bloomberg, Datastream, Lombard Odier calculations

* left hand scale, ** right hand scale. Sources: USTR, Lombard Odier calculations
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5. Headline growth has held up well, but manufacturing 
is sending signs of concern
ISM manufacturing survey (10-year history)

Sources: ISM, Bloomberg, Lombard Odier calculations

4. Low borrowing costs and a healthy budget balance make 
a compelling case for fiscal easing in the Eurozone
Budget balance (% of GDP) vs 10-year government bond yield (in %)

* left hand scale, ** right hand scale
Sources: Bloomberg, IMF, Lombard Odier calculations

Investment perspectives

In a nutshell

• The European slowdown continues and is 
extending, with added risks posed by trade 
tensions and Brexit. 

• The ECB is going all-in to counter downward 
economic pressures, having just cut rates and 
reinstated monthly asset purchases, but the 
potency of its measures is doubtful.

• Coordinated fiscal easing – taking advantage of 
the low government borrowing costs – would be 
much needed at this juncture, but governments 
have been slow to act.

In a nutshell

• Resilient consumption has upheld growth 
in recent months – even though the economy 
is slowing down to trend, as expected.

• The picture is becoming more complicated 
as job growth slows, trade uncertainty persists, 
and sectors like manufacturing and business 
investment emit signs of concern.

• Trade developments will be critical going 
forward, particularly in the event that pending 
US tariffs on a broad range of consumer products 
were to take effect, pushing inflation higher and 
taking a toll on consumer sentiment.

2018 budget balance (l.h.s.)*

10-year government yield (r.h.s. inverted)**

2019 budget balance IMF forecast (l.h.s.)*
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6. Largest emerging markets central bank policy rates
Current vs 2019 peak and 10-year min & max

7. The VAT impact will be felt in Q4 2019
Real consumption level around previous VAT hikes (T-2 level = 100)

In a nutshell

• The disruption in trade and generalised 
uncertainty has taken its toll on the emerging 
complex.

• Fortunately, improved fundamentals and 
extensive monetary easing are helping emerging 
economies navigate the tougher global waters.

• This resiliency would come under challenge 
in the event of a global risk-off scenario, or a 
marked deterioration in domestic fundamentals 
– causing capital outflows, currency depreciation 
and a resurgence in inflation.

In a nutshell

• Having implemented the much-awaited VAT 
hike, Japanese policymakers will now focus on 
containing the near-term economic fallout. 

• The BoJ will likely take a cue from the ECB 
in relying more heavily on negative rates – 
but it faces significant political and technical 
constraints. 

• The political backdrop remains favourable 
to steady implementation of Abenomics, 
but Abe’s continued push for the revision of 
the constitution is a risk to reform momentum 
in the next few years.
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Investment perspectives

The quarter just ended saw similar market dynamics to 
the prior one. Global equities and commodities posted 
flat to negative returns over the July to September 
period, while global credit remained in positive territory 
– helped by another decline in government bond yields 
(see chart 8) and broadly unchanged credit spreads. 
Indeed, both the 10-year US Treasury and its German 
counterpart hit new year-to-date lows at, respectively, 
146 basis points (bp) and a negative 71 bp.
Two opposing forces were at play during this period. 
On the one hand, central banks took on a decidedly 
more dovish stance. The Fed made two 25 bp rate cuts 
and the ECB lowered its policy rate by 10 bp, while 
also announcing further asset purchases and other 
easing measures. On the other hand, the US-China 
trade dispute escalated further, with additional tariffs 
announced by both parties. This led to a continuation 
of the market volatility already observed during the 

Asset Allocation
Still collecting carry cautiously

In a nutshell

• Last quarter saw two opposing forces at play: a decidedly more dovish central bank stance on the one hand, 
and further escalation of the US-China trade dispute on the other.

• Oil prices spiked in mid-September, driven by an attack on Saudi oil processing facilities – geopolitical risk 
is alive and well.

• Global equity returns and credit spreads essentially did a round trip, but the quarter ended with government 
bond yields lower, the USD stronger and gold prices higher.

• The 4th quarter could see a continuation of recent market dynamics, with the global trade outlook determining 
investor appetite for equities.

• Over the past three months, we kept the level of risk in our asset allocation broadly unchanged. We closed our 
overweight position in local currency denominated emerging bonds but went overweight their hard currency 
peers. We also reduced our gold overweight in EUR and CHF portfolios, and added exposure to direct real estate 
in EUR portfolios.

2nd quarter, exacerbated by seasonally low liquidity 
during the month of August. The equity reporting 
season was broadly in line with expectations and 
confirmed that we remain in an environment of weak 
earnings growth. Finally, the oil price spiked mid-
September, driven by an attack on Saudi Arabian oil 
processing facilities. Although oil has since almost fallen 
back to pre-attack levels, this served as a reminder that 
geopolitical risk is alive and well.
Global equity returns and credit spreads essentially did 
a round trip, but the quarter ended with government 
bond yields lower (see chart 9), the USD stronger and 
gold prices higher. It is also worth noting that equity 
markets experienced a significant rotation during 
the month of September, from growth to value stocks 
(see chart 10). The picture as of early October is one of 
lower government bond yields and weak global equity 
momentum. Demand for safe haven assets persists and 

Carolina Moura Alves 
Head of Asset Allocation, 
Bank Lombard Odier & Co Ltd

Sophie Chardon 
Cross-Asset Strategist, 
Bank Lombard Odier & Co Ltd

Back to cover page
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9. Yields are trending ever lower
European yields have fallen deeper into negative territory

10. Value stocks have outperformed in September...
… in line with the move in yields

* left hand scale, ** right hand scale 
Source: BloombergSource: Bloomberg

investors seem to have an defensive positioning overall.
As the 4th quarter unfolds, we expect a continuation 
of the most recent macro trends: supportive central 
banks offsetting trade uncertainty to a certain extent, 
against a backdrop of slowing growth and low inflation. 
As regards financial market performance, we could 
see a continuation of the 2nd and 3rd quarter dynamics, 
with the global trade outlook determining investor 
appetite for equities. In the credit space, spreads will 
most likely remain range-bound, with returns provided 
by the carry element. Finally, government bond yields 
should remain subdued and continue to provide support 
to equity valuations.
Over the past three months, we kept the level of risk 
in our asset allocation broadly unchanged. We closed 

our overweight position in local currency denominated 
emerging bonds but went overweight their hard 
currency peers – across all portfolios. In EUR and CHF 
portfolios, seeking further diversification, we also 
reduced our gold overweight. And we added exposure 
to direct real estate in EUR portfolios.
All told, we maintain a defensive stance, underweighting 
equities and overweighting both gold and the Japanese 
yen. Our clear preference continues to go to carry 
strategies – EM hard currency bonds and real estate 
being two examples – supported by the current 
combination of slowing global growth and very 
accommodative central banks. We retain an additional 
layer of downside protection via put options on broad 
equity indices.

8. Global asset class performances
Total return

Source: Bloomberg
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Mr Draghi began his eight years at the bank by reversing 
the rate hikes of his predecessor, Jean-Claude Trichet, 
but his term is most readily defined by three simple 
words. Uttered during a speech in London in 2012, the 
promise that the ECB would do “whatever it takes” was 
a full stop to a moment of fear in markets, when the debt 
position of countries like Italy and Spain seemed like it 
might topple the euro zone itself.

Within weeks the central bank explained what those 
words meant: an offer to buy the bonds of distressed 
countries if they met certain criteria, known as the 
Outright Money Transactions (OMT) programme. It was 
never used, but it underpinned the European financial 
system at one of its most fragile times.

Stéphane Monier  
Chief Investment Officer,   
Bank Lombard Odier & Co Ltd

This was the power of transparent and decisive 
communication to the market, part of the Italian’s 
achievement in moving ECB philosophy away from 
the traditions of the Bundesbank and towards the 
more open approach of the US Federal Reserve. 
He then followed the Fed’s lead in 2015 when the ECB 
embarked on its own quantitative easing programme, 
amassing EUR 2.5 trn in assets. The programme ended 
in December 2018, but was restarted last month as the 
eurozone economy continued to slow.

Growth struggles
In fact, the measures unveiled this September 
encapsulate the innovations Draghi has introduced. 
Alongside renewed asset purchases, the ECB delivered 
a deposit rate cut, a tiered reserves system to shield 
banks from the impact of negative rates, and more 
generous terms on the “TLTRO” loans first unveiled 
in 2016 and which are offered to banks willing to lend 
in the real economy.

Ciao Mario Draghi,  
Bienvenue Christine Lagarde
Mario Draghi signed off as president of the European Central Bank last week with 
a warning that the eurozone faces persistent “prominent downside risk” and with 
a defiant defence of the “irreversible” euro. He can take some credit for the latter, 
thanks to an unorthodox and largely successful tenure. His successor, Christine Lagarde, 
will need to channel some of that energy to meet some very different challenges.

Investment perspectives

Key takeaways

• Mario Draghi leaves the ECB having changed its philosophy and opened up the central bank up to unorthodox, 
and largely effective, monetary policy. It may well have saved the eurozone.

• His replacement, Christine Lagarde, will need all her political experience to forge a new mandate for the bank. 
Her tenure will require a coordination between fiscal and monetary policy.

• Growth in the eurozone remains fragile, and the ECB’s ability to act is sharply diminished. The economy needs 
investment, but recovery is also dependent on a meaningful resolution to the US-China trade dispute and to Brexit.

Back to cover page
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There is doubt, however, about the potential for any 
direct impact on growth or inflation, both of which have 
remained stubbornly low – second quarter eurozone 
GDP growth was just 0.2% and annual inflation slowed 
to 0.8% in September. With the ECB deposit rate 
already at rock bottom and credit growth so healthy that 
some countries have sought to prevent excesses, some 
observers feel the strategy has run its course. It was 
no surprise that Draghi’s final intervention served to 
highlight tensions among ECB board members. 

The criticism has been very sharp in Germany, where 
Draghi’s measures are depicted as an extravagance that 
favours borrowers over savers and pensioners. Low rates 
also favour exporters as they benefit from a weaker euro 
while hurting banks, who are unable to pass negative 
rates on to clients.

Social consequences
And the criticism that unorthodox policy has created 
inequalities cuts deeper than that too. The ECB may 
have kept Europe clear of recession, but it also delivered 
a flood of cheap money that has subsidised anyone 
holding financial assets over the last eight years. 

This has aggravated existing wealth inequality and has 
helped to foster the rise of populist politics, in Europe as 
it has elsewhere. That clearly has social consequences, 
which policymakers will need to address. It also has 
a more direct influence on markets through the rise 
of protectionism and lingering tensions between the 
world’s major trading blocs.

In other words, Draghi may well have saved the 
eurozone, but it wasn’t without a cost. Right now, 
there is very little left in the ECB’s arsenal, and 
Christine Lagarde will be left to cope with the results 
of its largesse, without resorting to the same. She 
will also have to smooth over the disagreements at 
the ECB’s Frankfurt headquarters, which broke into 
the open after the September meeting.

Ms Lagarde is not an economist, but as the former 
IMF chief and French finance minister, she is a 
consummate politician. That may be an advantage, 
as crisis management gives way to more subtlety. 

Lagarde is known for maintaining tight control of events 
in her remit. She even described in an interview with 
CBS last week how she discreetly avoids drinking wine 
while at important events. She will need that same 
sober, careful approach as she convinces European 
leaders to add meaningful fiscal stimulus to the 
monetary policy mix that shepherded the eurozone 
through the last decade.

A new toolbox
Simply put, governments now need to put their money to 
work – through investments in infrastructure, education 
and in research & development activities – in order to 
generate growth that allows rates to rise again. Negative 
rates worked in a moment of crisis, but it is doubtful that 
they have a lasting place in the policy toolbox for the 
Lagarde era.

What will be needed is a more nuanced form of 
quantitative easing, alongside new monetary tools 
that encourage both financial and social returns. 
Lagarde has already flagged up one potential 
innovation, suggesting eurozone countries pool their 
bonds in a single combined debt instrument that gives 
the region a larger safe-asset offering to investors.

There will be other headwinds too. Brexit is likely to 
make growth more difficult across the continent, but the 
eurozone is even more vulnerable to the ebb and flow 
of the US-China trade dispute. It was no coincidence 
Lagarde used the US TV interview to make a powerful 
plea for the “big men” to sit down and make rapid 
progress towards a solution. It may even be that her deep 
political experience can help influence the outcome.

Mario Draghi was a skilful politician himself. He built 
consensus around controversial issues and secured 
support for dramatic interventions. He even won a 
round of applause from the press corps as he bowed out. 
Christine Lagarde will be hoping to achieve the same, 
but in her case it will more likely be for helping the 
ECB to step back from its role as saviour. Her job is to 
help build a new and united fiscal and monetary policy 
framework that makes room for eurozone countries to 
revive their economies while addressing inequality.

Back to cover page
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Investment perspectives

In 2007, Christopher Tritten set up a team within 
Lombard Odier 2 entirely dedicated to the management 
of private (i.e. unlisted) assets. Since then the team 
has evolved and grown, so that its current mandate 
includes not only private equity (PE), but also “real 
assets” (real estate, infrastructure) and private debt. 
The offering comprises primary funds, secondary 
funds and co-investments. With around 15 specialists 
today, the team is set to continue expanding to meet 
the continuous growth in client demand. 

Lombard Odier Group currently has over EUR 3.5 bn 
under management in this asset class, more than half 
of which comes from private clients. In the interview 
below, Christopher Tritten explains the characteristics 
and potential of this unique asset class. 

Private equity continues to gain in 
popularity among investors. Why did 
Lombard Odier develop its expertise 
in this segment? Was it just riding the 
wave of a fashionable asset class?
Today there is certainly a market effect related to 
the fact that traditional asset classes, such as equities 
and bonds, are now offering lower returns. In view of 
this, many companies are now going public at high 
valuations, meaning that some of the value creation 
that used to occur on listed markets has shifted to the 
unlisted market. This structural trend has definitely 
made private equity more attractive to clients. 

However, private equity has been part of our bank’s DNA 
since its earliest days. Lombard Odier is an unlisted 
company that has always been involved in financing private 
companies. This asset class is a perfect fit for our investment 
horizon and that of our clients, i.e. over the long-term. 

Historically, private equity has been the preserve of a few 
major specialists in the field and of a mainly institutional 
investor base. For Lombard Odier, the challenge was to 
ensure that private clients were not left behind 3. Our clients 
have now been able to access private equity opportunities 
via our investment platform for around 12 years.

At the same time, the asset class has become much more 
complex. In particular, the number of managers has 
exploded over the last few decades. Beyond providing 
access to private equity, we offer our private clients 
a rigorously selected range of the best investment 
opportunities. This selection is crucial for building 
outperforming portfolios, given the wide variation in 
performance among private equity fund managers. 

How does your deal flow work? 
Our deal flow has a major proactive component. We 
believe it is not enough to make a rigorous selection of 
investment solutions; you also need access to the best 
opportunities, and many funds are oversubscribed and 
therefore generally difficult to secure. As a result, our 
investment teams spend a significant portion of their 
time ensuring they have the relevant access. 

In total, we scrutinise nearly 800 investment 
opportunities per year – and we ultimately invest in 
about 30. This high level of selectivity allows our clients 
to create private equity portfolios with the diversification 
this asset class demands, without compromising on the 
quality of the underlying investments.  

The enduring popularity of private equity
The value of private assets has increased sevenfold since the early 2000s, growing 
at twice the speed of the equity markets 1. Can investors expect further gains ahead?

Christopher Tritten  
Head of Private Equity,  
Lombard Odier Asset Management 
(Switzerland) SA

1 McKinsey Global Private Markets Review 2019
2 This team sits within Lombard Odier Investment Managers, the asset management arm of Lombard Odier Group.
3 Please note that private equity is not always suitable for every investor, or available in every jurisdiction. It is an illiquid asset class that 

requires regular capital contributions and a long-term investment timeframe.
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In total, we scrutinise nearly 800 investment 
opportunities per year – and we ultimately 

invest in about 30.

In light of this, what are your 
recommendations with regard to 
portfolio construction?
Our selection relies first and foremost on the quality of 
the managers. As I mentioned earlier, the performance 
of this asset class varies widely between managers. 
When it comes to portfolio allocation, diversification 
is the golden rule. The key here is to take into account 
the cyclicality of certain strategies and sectors during 
economic cycles. We aim to smooth out these variations 
by diversifying portfolios appropriately: by strategy, 
geographical region, sector, vintage and manager.

Some experts believe that private equity 
can only decline over the coming years, 
and there are concerns about valuations. 
How do you see the market today?
Admittedly, valuations are high and the gap between 
them and listed market valuations has narrowed. We 
can't claim that private equity is immune to the effects 

of economic cycles. That being said, the asset class has 
historically shown great resilience at the end of the cycle 
and even increased its outperformance. According to a 
recent study by Carlyle, private equity has outperformed 
the S&P 500 by around 7% per year across all vintages 4. 
This outperformance doubles for end-of-cycle vintages, 
namely 1999-2001 and 2005-2007. It is important to 
assess the data on which this type of study is based 
with a critical eye, but its findings are in line with 
our view. This would make private equity even more 
advantageous in the current environment. 

In any case, even if the average performance of private 
equity were to decline in absolute terms in the future, 
our long-term forecasts indicate that it is likely to 
continue outperforming traditional asset classes.  

Is that what clients like about this 
asset class? 
Yes, but not just that. Another advantage of private 
equity, beyond performance, is that it is an unlisted, 
illiquid asset that is therefore largely insulated from 
the sharp short-term fluctuations on financial markets. 
When you remember that 80% of the equity markets are 
controlled by passive or quantitative funds, this return to 
fundamentals makes sense.

4 Carlyle; Bloomberg; Cambridge Associates : US Private Equity Q3 2018 benchmark report, March 2019
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Three key figures 
1 –  In the United States, the number of publicly 

traded companies has fallen by 16% to 4,300 since 
2002 and almost halved since 1996 (McKinsey’s 
Global Private Markets Review 2019)

2 –  In 2018, company de-listings reached a ten-year 
high, with approximately 170 transactions worth 
USD227 bn worldwide (Bain & Company Global 
Private Equity Report 2019)

3 –  More than 80% of fund managers surveyed 
by Preqin expect assets under management 
invested in private equity to increase in 2019 
(Preqin Global Private Equity and Venture 
Capital Report 2019)

Another advantage of private equity, 
beyond performance, is that it is an unlisted, 

illiquid asset that is therefore largely insulated 
from the sharp short-term fluctuations 

on financial markets.

Investment perspectives
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There are also reasons associated with a desire to 
invest in more tangible assets that make up the real 
economy. Depending on the strategy, our managers 
are often the majority shareholders in our portfolio 
companies and therefore exercise real control over 
value creation. Investors are thus aware of their impact 
through the managers they have chosen from among 
our selection. 

The private equity universe is vast 
isn’t it – aren’t most companies unlisted? 
Yes, absolutely. Because listed companies receive 
more media coverage, it is easy to forget that unlisted 
companies account for the vast bulk of economic activity. 
We therefore believe that, depending on the individual 
client's tolerance for illiquidity, it is appropriate to invest 
in private equity to reflect this link to the real economy 
in client portfolios. As a result, we believe private equity 
still has significant room for growth.

The asset class has historically  
shown great resilience  

at the end of the cycle, and has even  
increased its outperformance.
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5 Primary investments are investments in private equity funds. Secondary investments are the acquisition of stakes in private equity funds 
which are no longer open to new investments from an investor that is selling them before the fund’s termination. Co-investments are direct 
investments made by a limited partner alongside the private equity fund.

What is the outlook for the next few 
months, and what projects are coming up?
We have good visibility on a significant pipeline of 
primary, secondary and co-investment opportunities 5 
up to the start of 2020. The majority of them represent 
managers that we have already invested with and 
therefore already know very well. 

Some considerations for investors
Private equity can be an attractive asset class for the right investor. 
At Lombard Odier, our experienced team can guide you through the process, and build flexible mandates over many 
geographies, mainstream and specialist strategies. Our long-established, well-positioned industry network allows us to 
access even highly-sought after externally-managed funds.
However, private equity is not appropriate for every investor; nor is it available in every jurisdiction. It is a complex asset 
class. Successful investing requires patience, and regular capital contributions over a number of years. Investments are 
also illiquid – selling them early can be difficult or hurt returns. 
Please speak to your banker to find out more about the opportunities and risks involved.
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In addition, we will continue to integrate environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) principles into our 
investment processes and portfolio monitoring. 
As the first global wealth and asset manager to obtain 
prestigious B Corp certification, this is among our top 
priorities and those of our clients.

Because listed companies receive more media coverage,  
it is easy to forget that unlisted companies account  

for the vast bulk of economic activity. 
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Eagles will be the winners in the Sustainability Revolution. Ostriches will be the losers.

Insights and expertise

Eagles are companies that have evolved and are no 
longer just focusing on profits but also on whether these 
profits are sustainable in a world challenged by changing 
demographics, major environmental issues and 
inequalities. These companies have, today, expanded 
their focus to multiple bottom-lines – not only profit 
but also people and the planet.

Ostriches are best characterised by spending a fair 
amount of time with their heads in the sand. This refers 
to companies that do not realise the magnitude of the 
sustainability challenges and the speed at which they 
should react. They carry on with a business model 
that will be increasingly questioned. They are either 
oblivious to this transition, or actively in denial.

Building portfolios around Eagles to deliver 
superior returns for our clients
- An interview with Hubert Keller and Frédéric Rochat.

You’ve just introduced this new terminology of Eagles and Ostriches.  
Can you explain more?

Frédéric Rochat  
Managing Partner, 
Co-Head of Private Clients, 
Lombard Odier Group

Hubert Keller  
Managing Partner,
CEO Lombard Odier 
Investment Managers 
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Why do Lombard Odier say we are in the 
“midst” of a Sustainability Revolution?
Because it is a reality. We see it every day. With almost 
8 billion people on the planet and heading to 10 billion, 
massive environmental challenges and the Western 
middle class increasingly squeezed, this economic 
model we live in simply doesn’t work anymore.

Building our portfolios around Eagles 
and avoiding Ostriches will be our way  

to deliver superior returns for our clients.

We cannot continue to focus purely on global economic 
growth at the expense of the environment and society at 
large. Companies failing to realise this will run the risk 
of disappearing. The rapid implementation of new rules 
and regulations will prevent them from operating. Their 
customers will no longer buy their products or services, 
while technological innovation may disrupt them 
altogether. And, last but not least, they will be starved 
of talent and capital.

Fortunately, many companies are realising this and 
are moving swiftly to adjust their business models and 
the way they operate. Effectively, we are witnessing 
the transition to a more inclusive, low-carbon and 
sustainable economic model. This new economic 
revolution is likely to be similar in scale to the 
Industrial Revolution, but with the speed of the 
digital revolution.

It will create many more large and successful companies 
and force the extinction of major incumbents.

From an investment perspective, we believe it will create 
fantastic opportunities that will deliver great returns for 
our clients.

We cannot continue to focus purely on global 
economic growth at the expense of the 

environment and society at large.

How do you identify the Eagles from 
an investment standpoint?
It is all about DNA and mindset. We look for companies 
where management is truly convinced about the need 
to develop a business model that can deliver growth 
with minimum impact on the planet and society – 
even if this requires major changes. Specifically, this 
means apprehending sustainability issues across its 
whole value chain, not only in its own manufacturing 
process but also in those of its suppliers and customers. 
Furthermore, it means hardwiring sustainability into 
its long-term strategy, being willing to set concrete 
goals on sustainability issues, and regularly reporting 
transparently and comprehensively on progress. 

Of course, this must also mean an equal focus on 
delivering financial performance over the long-term; 
as otherwise, the business will not be sustainable.

This new economic revolution is likely to be 
similar in scale to the Industrial Revolution, 
but with the speed of the digital revolution.

Eagles are companies that relentlessly ask themselves 
whether HOW they do things or WHAT they do, helps 
to resolve the major sustainability issues that our world 
is facing.

These are the companies that are helping to resolve the 
major sustainability issues that our world is facing.

Insights and expertise
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Eagles are companies that relentlessly ask 
themselves whether HOW they do things or 

WHAT they do, helps to resolve the major 
sustainability issues that our world is facing.

How can you be sure that Eagles will drive 
excess returns in the future?
Successful companies over the long term have always 
been those that are able to identify the major trends 
and adapt accordingly, even if this requires completely 
changing their business model. The Sustainability 
Revolution is creating a vast number of major trends 
that will completely change the shape of our economy. 
These companies are able to understand these new 
forces and adapt accordingly. Thus, they develop 
very successful and resilient business models, gain 
substantial market share and grow much more rapidly. 
They will become the winners in their industry and their 
share price performance should reflect this.

Successful companies over the long term have 
always been those that are able to identify 

the major trends and adapt accordingly, even 
if this requires completely changing their 

business model.

How do you continue to assess Eagles 
once they are in portfolios? For instance, 
what if there is a controversy?
Being an Eagle is first and foremost about DNA 
and mindset and this should not really change in the 
short-term. Of course, sustainable companies might 
face some bumps along the road when transitioning 
to a more sustainable business model but this does 
not mean that their commitment to sustainability is 
altered. Environmental, social and governance (ESG) 
data alone cannot capture the DNA and mindset aspects 
that are essential to assessing the sustainability journey 
of any company.

You say that Lombard Odier avoids 
investing in Ostriches. Do you continue 
to assess Ostriches’ financial models and 
business practices? What if their future 
model improves and becomes more 
sustainable?
This is the miracle of the business world, unlike the 
scientific reality. Yes, an Ostrich can become an Eagle 
- and vice versa! Plenty of poorly positioned companies 
have re-invented themselves, with a management 
team that has the wisdom and the courage to do 
this. There are companies that have successfully 
accomplished this journey.

We know that things have to change. 
But how can we sustainably generate 
economic growth without damaging 
the environment?
Firstly, remember, it is not only about the environment. 
It is about how we cater for the needs of a rapidly 
growing population, without damaging the environment 
and without creating major social inequalities. 
We call this Decoupling, or in other words, promoting 
economic growth without a negative footprint on society 
and the environment.

It will require fundamentally rethinking the way 
we feed ourselves, plan and power our cities, approach 
healthcare, organise our supply chains, and our 
approach to lifestyle and personal finances. It will 
affect literally all sectors of the global economy.

Insights and expertise
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Generating economic growth is about 
how we cater for the needs of a rapidly 

growing population, without damaging the 
environment and without creating major social 

inequalities. We call this Decoupling.

A prime example is the transition to a “circular 
economy” where we move away from our current 
“take-make-waste” linear economic model to a 
circular economy that emphasises prosperity without 
waste, through increased resource efficiency, better 
material reuse and more recycling. The transition 
towards a circular economy is estimated to represent 
a USD 4.5 trillion 1 global growth opportunity within 
the next 10 years, which concurrently works to restore 
our natural systems.

Is this just a marketing campaign or 
does Lombard Odier have real investment 
convictions?
By now, we hope we don’t need to dwell too much on 
this question… we are convinced that sustainability is 

driving a new economic revolution on a major scale, 
which will create phenomenal investment opportunities. 
This is a genuine investment conviction, which comes 
at a time where there is more volatility in markets 
and a greater need to differentiate the winners from 
the losers.

We ask ourselves the question: will the world 
be better or worse off if any given company 
was to sell more of its products or services?

How do you promote sustainability 
with your clients?
It is fair to say that there is a general awareness of 
sustainability from clients across both our businesses 
and an increasing desire to integrate it into their 
portfolios. There are different approaches, which 
will suit different clients:

Approach one - The lighter one will involve excluding 
certain sectors or sub-sectors from portfolios.

1 https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/01/its-time-for-the-circular-economy-to-go-global-and-you-can-help/
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Approach two - Then comes the integration of 
financially material ESG criteria into existing portfolios, 
where ESG tools are used as a form of overlay on 
top of an existing investment process. This is where 
most of the action currently is in our industry and it is 
mostly relevant to address large universes. There are 
several approaches for ESG integration, but our asset 
management business is probably more advanced 
than most of our competitors.

For each company, sector and industry we analyse, 
we are able to extract a variety of ESG information 
from various databases, clean it, analyse it, and assess 
its materiality in the company’s financial results. 
Materiality assessments are fundamental considerations 
to us. They enable us to connect ESG characteristics 
and price performance through future earnings 
comprehension and valuation.

Approach three - Following this comes sustainability 
as the core conviction, where the investment process 
and the expected excess return relies primarily on 
sustainability. These portfolios are constructed on our 
conviction that only companies that are able to grow 
their businesses with zero negative impact on the 
environment and society will outperform.

Across all of our portfolios that are 
sustainably managed, we ask ourselves 

the question: will the world be better or worse 
off if any given company was to sell more 

of its products or services?

We articulate this offering through three distinct portfolios:

• Thematic portfolios 2 consisting of companies mainly 
involved in a specific sustainability theme, such as 
sustainable food or sustainable urban systems.

• Sustainable portfolios consisting of companies with 
strong ESG characteristics that also offer solutions 
to major sustainability issues or are transitioning to 
become part of a solution.

• Impact portfolios consisting of companies that purely 
offer solutions to major sustainability issues.

Across all of our portfolios that are sustainably 
managed, we ask ourselves the question: will the world 
be better or worse off if any given company was to sell 
more of its products or services?

Insights and expertise

2 Thematic portfolio construction applies only to Lombard Odier Investment Managers.
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How do private and institutional 
clients respond to the conviction that 
Lombard Odier has on the Sustainability 
Revolution and the way you select 
companies?
It is a more impactful message for private clients as 
they are very receptive about convictions and like to see 
them reflected in their portfolios. It is more challenging 
on the institutional front because pension funds 
and insurance companies have largely moved away 
from active management 3 and are looking more for 
systematically diversified or passive 4 portfolios.

It is a more impactful message for private 
clients as they are still very receptive about 
convictions and like to see them reflected 

in their portfolios.

On the asset management side, how 
do you speak to existing or prospective 
clients about sustainability?
We always start by sharing with them our view that 
the transition to a low carbon and more sustainable 
economic model is accelerating. Most of them would 
typically agree with this. We are then confronted with 
two different types of clients:

• Those who would like to integrate sustainability 
into their existing portfolios without substantially 
changing their investment process. For these clients, 
there are essentially three main avenues: more 
actively engaging with companies in their portfolios, 
changing their benchmark to sustainability 
benchmarks thus forcing their asset managers to 
adjust, or relying on ESG tools to make more bespoke 
adjustments to their portfolio. Our offering here is 
concentrated on the use of ESG tools. 

• Those who are willing to take active bets that 
sustainability will drive returns and are willing to 

integrate high conviction investment strategies 
in their asset allocation. For these clients, we offer 
enhanced thematic strategies, more sophisticated 
sustainability strategies, and pure impact strategies.

Have you seen a shift in thinking 
in recent years from your clients?  
Are they convinced by this approach?
Definitely so. Clients are very much aware of the 
overall sustainability challenge and are increasingly 
keen to engage with their wealth manager or asset 
manager on the topic. Again, different clients will 
follow different approaches.

Many banks and asset managers are now 
talking about sustainability. What makes 
Lombard Odier different?
It’s true that sustainability has become a very topical 
subject in our industry. But there are several things 
that distinguish us from the pack.

3 Active management is the use of a human element, such as a single manager, co-managers or a team of managers, to actively manage 
a fund's portfolio, with the aim of outperforming the market. 

4 Passive management is a style of management associated with mutual and exchange-traded funds (ETF) where a fund's portfolio mirrors 
a market index.
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Insights and expertise

Firstly, we have a clear firm-wide message, which 
reflects a strong conviction that we are at the beginning 
of a new Industrial Revolution.

Secondly, we have had the courage to be bold and 
communicate this conviction to the outside world 
in a very impactful manner.

Thirdly, we think we are ahead of our peers in 
developing a comprehensive offering around 
sustainability. We have sophisticated tools that allow 
us to integrate sustainability into existing portfolios, and 
we will soon be able to offer our clients high conviction 
portfolios with sustainability as the main source of 
excess return.

We have a clear firm-wide message, have had the courage to be bold and communicate and 
are ahead of our peers in developing a comprehensive offering around sustainability.

How does Lombard Odier apply 
sustainable principles internally?
I think we always have. Whilst profitability is 
an essential element of our business model, being 
a private and independent company has given us 
the freedom and long-term vision to simultaneously 
focus on people, the community and solving the 
environmental challenges that we face. You can see 
evidence of this is in our recent B Corp certification 
and in the way we are approaching our new 
headquarters in Bellevue, Geneva.
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Global farmers have long dealt with all problems – 
be they related to pests, irrigation, labour shortages 
or soil quality - in much the same two ways: chucking 
more heavy machinery and more chemicals at them. 
We use at least five times as much fertiliser as we did 
in the 1960s 1. This isn’t working any more. Hugely 
intensive fossil fuel and pesticide heavy agriculture is 
gradually destroying the biodiversity in and the depth 
of our soils; driving desertification; creating dead zones 
(where thick green algae growths make it impossible 
for aquatic life to flourish) in our waterways; and, along 
the way, contributing to climate change. One third of 
our land is now considered by the Food and Agriculture 
Organisation (part of the UN) to be severely degraded 
due to erosion, chemical pollution, and over-fertilisation 
(which also releases climate unfriendly nitrate oxide).

Falling grains yields meet rising populations
The results are genuinely worrying. The average 
annual-yield growth from corn, wheat, soy and rice 
in the US actually slipped to 1% between 1990 and 
2010, compared with 1.5% between 1970 and 1990 2. 
US investment group GMO forecast a further fall of 
0.25% in the US by 2030. It’s much the same story 
in Germany, the UK and France. For context note 
that in the Green Revolution of the 1950s and 1960s 
productivity was rising at around 3.5% a year - and that 
yields continued to rise fast in the 1970s. This is all 
obviously bad news – but it is particularly bad news in 

the context of World Bank predictions regarding the 
rise in the global population. There are 7.2 billion (bn) 
of us today. There could be 9 bn of us by 2050. Two 
billion more mouths to feed. That suggests that even if 
we manage to slash the rather revolting levels of waste 
inside our current system - we are soon going to need 
to produce more food than we do today. Hard not to be 
worried isn’t it?

A new agricultural revolution, accompanied by 
a massive investment boom, is well underway… 

the most exciting part of the revolution 
is very high-tech indeed.

The good news then is that behind the scenes capitalism 
has been doing its work. A new agricultural revolution, 
accompanied by a massive investment boom, is well 
underway. Some of this revolution will have a hint 
of going back to the future in it. Think a return to 
integrated livestock farming (manure builds soil health); 
the reintroduction of no till farming – if we want soil to 

The future of farming: digitally disrupted 
and very precise
If we want to save the planet and manage our rising population at the same time, 
might we have to go hungry? At first glance it rather looks like it.

Merryn Somerset Webb  
Editor in chief of Moneyweek, 
columnist for the Financial Times

1 https://www.earth-syst-sci-data.net/9/181/2017/essd-9-181-2017.pdf
2 https://ourworldindata.org/crop-yields
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work as a carbon sink, we can’t plough it; and an attempt 
improve the diversity of the crops we grow (and eat 
rather than feed it to animals).

That said, the most exciting part of the revolution 
is very high-tech indeed. Historically farmers have 
treated all their fields in the same way: the whole area 
gets the same irrigation, the same planting, the same 
fertiliser and the same pesticide regardless of what 
might be going on in different parts of it (this is the 
“spray and pray” method of farming). This is horribly 
wasteful - some 40% of fields globally are thought to be 
over-fertilised, for example. Until recently there wasn’t 
much to be done about it. That’s changed.

Patterns picked from chaos
Today the road to successful agriculture is definitely 
digital – and has been since farmers first got their hands 
on GPS 3 in the 1990s. Satellites and sensors can now 
produce huge amounts of data. The rise of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) means that we can process this 
information at phenomenal speed – such that patterns 
can now be clearly picked out of what once looked 
homogenous. Weather apps can tell farmers the best 
times to plant and harvest. Sensors placed at regular 
intervals around fields can allow farmers to plant in the 
best places at the best times, to fertilise only the bits of 
soil that need it (this will mark the biggest of changes) 
and irrigate only the plants that need water: in the new 
world of farming, every plant will be able to be treated 
as an individual.

Today the road to successful agriculture is 
definitely digital – and has been since farmers 

first got their hands on GPS in the 1990s.

Mobile devices can give farmers endless technical 
data on the go. Robots can be used to cut the waste at 
harvest time – vital given how much food is lost before 
it is transported and processed. New machines can do 
everything from face scanning cows to locate any that 
might be unwell and zapping weeds electronically from 
the root up to avoid using herbicides. Drones can check 

Insights and expertise

plant health and overall crop growth as well as pick up 
leaves that show signs of pest damage – and arrange to 
spray only those that need it (“see and spray” rather 
than “spray and pay”). They can also produce constant 
real time aerial imagery of farms to produce a replica 
of any area in the cloud (like a digital twin) for farmers 
to work from.

The farm of the future then will be one in 
which every stage of the agricultural process 

is managed digitally – one where cloud-based 
management systems will have fully replaced 

the today’s more haphazard management 
methods. Eventually these farms will even 

be largely unmanned and autonomous.

The farm of the future then will be one in which every 
stage of the agricultural process is managed digitally – 
one where cloud-based management systems will have 
fully replaced the today’s more haphazard management 
methods.

More sustainable doesn’t mean less 
productive
There is very little not to like here. The opportunity is 
huge. Precision farming should slash waste. It should 
end the pointless use of pesticides and fertilisers. It 
should save water. And it should massively raise yields: 
according to a recent report from Goldman Sachs, there 
is the potential to increase agricultural yields by 70% by 
2050 using all the technology with us and on the way. 
Can it happen? It can. The cost of sensors is falling, the 
battery life of drones is increasing fast, the availability 
and function of robots is rising, and the finance to make 
it all happen is very much available. The food market is 
the biggest in the world (it is forecast to be worth over 
USD 12 trn by 2020) so it makes sense for all investors to 
want to be involved in the disruption of its supply chain. 
At the same time, a new generation of farmers will 
soon emerge (the average US farmer is in his late 50s) 
and know that it will be hard to compete on price and 
productivity without full technological integration.

3 GPS  - Global Positioning System
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There is no reason for precision farming not to 
become the global norm. It is good for farmers, 

good for the companies getting involved, 
good for people and good for the planet.

There is no reason for precision farming not to become 
the global norm. It is good for farmers, good for the 
companies getting involved, good for people and good 
for the planet. Get this right – and interest in the sector 
suggests we will – and it will soon be clear that a more 
sustainable future for agriculture does not have to 
be a less productive one.

Biography
Merryn Somerset Webb is the Editor in Chief 
of Moneyweek, the UK’s bestselling financial 
magazine; a columnist for the Financial Times; 
and a regular TV and radio commentator on 
financial matters. She is also a non-executive 
director of two UK listed investment trusts 4.

4 Please note that Merryn Somerset Webb’s views and opinions are her own and not necessarily a reflection of those of the Lombard Odier 
Group.
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The history of economic development is one inexorably 
linked to water. From ancient Egypt to the great 
westward expansion in the United States, proximity 
to sources of freshwater has been essential to support 
human life. Access to rivers and the oceans has been 
essential for prosperity and is at the heart of why cities 
such as London, New York, Shanghai and Tokyo have 
thrived. As a result, 90% of urban areas are now located 
on coast lines, with 1.4 billion people expected to live 
along coasts by 2050.

Permeable cities: Adapting to climate change

Christopher Kaminker, PhD  
Head of Sustainable Investment 
Research & Strategy
Lombard Odier Investment Managers

Thomas Hohne-Sparborth, PhD  
Sustainability Analyst
Lombard Odier Investment Managers

Yet, while access to water is central to economic growth 
and human wellbeing, the relationship between cities 
and their water resources can be a volatile one. This 
decade to date, extreme weather events including 
hurricanes, typhoons, cyclones, flooding, and severe 
rainfall have caused an average of USD 227 billion in 
economic damage per year, up 61% from the previous 
decade. By 2050, rising sea levels could increase this 
cost to USD 1 trillion per year – or more, depending on 
the success of climate change policies.

While access to water is central to economic growth and human wellbeing,  
the relationship between cities and their water resources can be a volatile one.
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Global floods and extreme rainfall 
have increased at the same time as cities 

such as Cape Town and Chennai have 
suffered from drought and water scarcity. 
Cities trapped between these forces face 

a mounting challenge.

Global floods and extreme rainfall have increased 
at the same time as cities such as Cape Town and 
Chennai have suffered from drought and water scarcity. 
Cities trapped between these forces face a mounting 
challenge. Already, cities play a central role in mitigating 
climate change, accounting for 60-80% of all energy 
consumption and 70% of global emissions. Investment 
in clean energy, sustainable transport systems, energy-
efficient buildings, and smart grids are essential to 
reducing urban footprints on our environment. With 
climate change inevitable, however, cities must also 
evolve to become more resilient to extreme weather 
and drought.

Investment in clean energy, sustainable 
transport systems, energy-efficient buildings, 

and smart grids are essential to reducing urban 
footprints on our environment.

One approach to adapting to rising sea levels and 
extreme weather can be referred to as the “steel and 
concrete” solution. In the Netherlands, the Delta 
Works are a network of dams, sluices, locks and storm 
surge barriers, designed to protect low-lying lands and 
declared one of the Seven Wonders of the Modern 
World. Cities around the world are drawing on this 
example for inspiration. In New York, a USD 10 billion 
plan would construct a U-shaped system of flood 
defences around Manhattan, consisting of barriers, 
parks and a coastal extension of up to two city blocks. 

An alternative approach focuses on the ability to 
capture and re-use rain water. In China, a 16-city pilot 
programme is exploring the concept of “sponge cities”, 
looking to develop more porous infrastructure through 
green spaces, drainage systems and permeable roads. 
These cities are looking to reduce concrete pavement 
with greener alternatives, and aim to capture and  
re-use as much as 70% of incident rainfall, serving 
both to mitigate floods and manage the risks of drought. 
Initially piloted in China, the concept is now also being 
implemented in Berlin and keenly watched by cities 
around the globe.

In China, a 16-city pilot programme 
is exploring the concept of “sponge cities”, 

looking to develop more porous infrastructure 
through green spaces, drainage systems 

and permeable roads.

They should not wait too long – climate adaption 
is best done early on, as part of urban planning and 
development, rather than retroactively. We should 
start early, and boldly. At present, only 5% of climate 
change investment is spent on adaptation activities, 
while funding requirements may increase to USD 500 
billion per year by 2050. As an investment it is a 
good one. The Global Commission on Adaptation 
argues that investing USD 1.8 trillion in strengthening 
infrastructure, early warning systems, water resources 
and other key areas would accrue benefits amounting 
to USD 7.1 trillion – a four-to-one return.

In this emerging environment, expertise in water 
management will be in high demand. Civil engineering 
with knowledge in the design and implementation 
of flood defences, smart drainage systems and 
other adaptation strategies may see their revenues 
tilt towards this segment. Cities should take note – 
and avoid the deluge.
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Four Common Misconceptions 
The ostrich

A move in the right direction
Moving country: a thrilling prospect or a necessary chore? However we may feel 
about it, relocating is a challenge many of us will face: over two million people 
migrate between EU member states every year. Seeking help beforehand can have 
huge benefits from a tax and legal perspective – because even if we think we know 
the answers, life is not always simple, say Géraldine Appert and Valérie Montel.

Insights and expertise

• Time spent in a country may 
not be the only criteria for tax 
residency.

• In the UK for example, residency 
can also consider “connecting 
factors” (eg family, work, property 
ties). So you may be resident even 
if you spend fewer than 180 days 
there.

The citizen of nowhere
• Being a “tax nomad” is not a 

recognised status – by default, you 
may be treated as a resident of the 
last country you lived in, or the 
country where you own property.

• This also creates uncertainty 
on your tax position and your 
compliance with international 
rules.

The confident immigrant
• For instance: “I bought a house 

in Malta and got my permanent 
residency card, so that sorts my 
tax residence out”.

• Immigration rules are different 
from tax rules. Residency 
might give you the right to be 
in a country, but it does not 
automatically mean you are 
a tax resident there.
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The tax optimist
• For instance: “I am now resident 

in Monaco, so my estate will not 
be subject to inheritance tax”.

• This may be true from Monaco’s 
perspective, but other countries 
can still tax your estate: eg your 
country of nationality; your country 
of domicile; the country where your 
assets are based; the country where 
you were resident or where the 
recipient of your estate is resident.

Entrepreneurs:  
four things to consider

• If you are moving to a country with no capital gains 
tax, you may still be subject to claw-back rules on 
the gain from the country you are leaving. 

• If you are moving for business or personal reasons, 
it may be beneficial to restructure your company’s 
ownership, perhaps putting it into a holding 
company.

• Have you considered the inheritance and gift taxes 
of the country to which you are moving and how 
these will affect your family business when the time 
comes to pass it on? If you are moving to a country 
with high estate tax, have you considered specific tax 
regimes for business assets?

• Controlling a company locally or receiving income 
in the form of shares/dividends can be “connecting 
factors” to a country and may affect your tax 
residency. If you are moving country, talk to a wealth 
planner about the best way to manage these.

International families:  
four things to consider

• When a family member relocates, ownership 
structures are not necessarily efficient across 
different countries. For instance, trusts – widely 
used in Anglo-Saxon countries to transfer wealth 
across generations – may be regarded as tax 
avoidance structures elsewhere. 

• In some countries, life insurance can be a tool 
to defer taxation; in others, gains accrued by the 
policy are taxed each year – this makes a significant 
difference. 

• If a child moves to a different country from their 
parent, they may be subject to estate tax in their 
country of residence and their parents’ country 
of residence, if no double tax treaty applies.

• Civil law can be very different in different countries – 
eg marriage contracts or pre-nuptial agreements 
may not be recognised, divorce law can result in 
very different financial outcomes.

How can Lombard Odier help?
We take a holistic, global, yet personalised approach to assessing your needs, which allows us to provide you with 
long-term, bespoke solutions.
If you’re thinking about moving, we can help you identify any personal, legal and tax issues that may arise, so that 
you can make the most informed decision. 
If you do decide to relocate, we’ll structure your assets according to the prevailing rules and laws in both 
jurisdictions of departure and arrival. We’ll also support you with any administrative tasks your move creates. 
Speak to your banker for more details.

Insights and expertise
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Venice is a city that has, thus far, stood the test of time. 
It is home to some of humanity's greatest historic 
treasures and it holds a unique cultural history. But there 
are insidious, growing dangers that threaten the future 
of this iconic city – climate change, mass tourism and 
water pollution. Over the last 1,000 years, Venice's sea 
levels have grown by at least 33 cm but reports say it will 
rise by another 140 cm by the end of the century 1.

Slowly sinking, this World Heritage site is facing 
catastrophic risks from coastal erosion linked to rising 
sea levels. Our oceans and seas continue to expand 
as a result of increased concentrations of greenhouse 
gasses raising the temperature of the earth's 
atmosphere. Action needs to be taken. But whose 
responsibility is it?

Previous generations have failed, and are still failing, 
the next generation. The children of tomorrow have not 
been granted a sustainable future. What's more, they 
have been tasked with tackling this immense issue. 

This is why we chose Venice as the backdrop for our 
Lombard Odier Generations Summit in July 2019. 
With our sights firmly set on the future, our summit 
offered fresh perspectives for how we can ensure a 
better, more sustainable world for the next generation 
and secure future prosperity for all.

Prominent thought leaders and young entrepreneurs 
took to the stage to discuss concrete solutions 
to preserve our planet. The summit opened with 
Fabio Mancone, Lombard Odier Group's Chief Branding 
Officer, and Arnaud Leclercq, Lombard Odier Limited 
Partner, who described the current state of the world, in 
the context of sustainability. Mancone spoke of the great 
change of pace and how today, we have moved from 
“skepticism to consciousness” and he was optimistic 
about the fact that “consciousness will bring action.”

Leclercq talked of shifting “tectonic plates” that could 
lead to “catastrophe if not addressed soon” but he also 
remained positive and stated that we would not be 
“defeated but would find the resources, adapt and gain 
a better understanding” of how we can move forward.

Nearly six months on from the Summit, and the discussion 
remains very much alive and current. Today, a dedicated 
LinkedIn group keeps the participants in regular contact, 
as they continue to share ideas together for the future.

From vertical farming to social sustainability
Climate change solutions stole the show at our LO Generations Summit in Venice.

1 Source: The Independent, March 2017

Insights and expertise

Fabio Mancone, Lombard Odier Group's Chief Branding Officer,  
and Arnaud Leclercq, Lombard Odier Limited Partner

Annika Falkengren, Managing Partner, Lombard Odier Group 
Jean Tirole, French economics professor and Nobel Prize winner
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Recycling CO2 into running shoes?
Leading the way was Opus 12. Co-founder, Nicholas 
Flanders, is a climate change visionary. He and his team 
have found a way to turn CO2 (carbon dioxide) into 
a valuable product to tackle our carbon footprint. How? 
By using a process he terms “industrial photosynthesis”. 
Bringing a new meaning to the concept of recycling, 
Opus 12 takes CO2 and turns it into critical chemical 
products that can be used as the basis for many, 
everyday products. One of main transformations, 
for instance, is that they capture and convert CO2 
into a produce called ethylene.

Ethylene can be converted into building blocks for new 
materials such as packaging, wires, jet fuel and even 
trainers. What's astonishing about this process is that 
their production is “carbon negative”, which is to say 
that they consume CO2, thus drastically supporting 
our endeavours in reducing our carbon emissions. 
But how can this be embedded into existing processes? 
The beauty in the production is that they integrate into 
existing chemical production and the end-products are 
identical to existing fossil fuel derivatives, massively 
speeding up the time to market. This could very well 
be the future.

Modern day farming in New York
By using CO2 as supplemental nourishments for plants 
to feed our growing population, Aerofarms CEO and 
founder, David Rosenberg discussed his unique method 
of finding a way to feed the planet…vertical farming. 
The company, simply put, disrupts traditional supply 
chains by building farm on major distribution routes and 
near densely populated areas, largely in the New York 
environs. They have totally rethought agriculture.

According to studies, the earth has lost 1/3 of its arable 
land in the last 40 years prompting Rosenberg to speak 
about his concerns around commercial agriculture.

Although “efficient”, he said, “there is a lot of 
clumsiness and it's hugely water intensive”. Most 
consumers are acutely aware of the challenges the 
industry face. From inconsistent quality, lack of 
freshness, water usage and pesticide residue just to 
name a few, it's difficult to find a viable solution.

Yet Aerofarms have gone on to establish a new kind 
of farm. By combining farming, technology and 
data science, they have used up to 95% less water 
to grow over 700 plant varieties and crops, with 
zero pesticides.

His business is 390x more productive that other farms 
and a world leader in the sector. Driven by data and 
science, Rosenburg is honest when he says, “Biology 
is tough […] we have our own R&D team that look at 
the impacts of changing the different nutrients and 
other inputs”. For him part of the solution is “vertical 
integration combining mechanical, environmental, 
biological and genetic solutions”. 

“What's more important, aesthetics or 
ethics?” - the architectural revolution 
that's redefining cities
One of the major structural changes affecting 
the planet is an increasing population. The current 
world population of 7.6 billion is expected to reach 
8.6 billion in 2030. How can we build new cities to 
cater to this pressure and create a better future for all? 
Alfredo Brillembourg, award winning urban designer 
and architect offered a fresh perspective to combatting 
this growing problem. According to Brillembourg, 
“we need to build a bridge between the global south 
and global north.” He stated that “cities built in the 
medieval times are still functional, so what happened 
in the 20th century?” The answer is simple. In the past, 
“cities were built organically”, and people were at the 
centre of how they were constructed. Today that is 
no longer the case.

David Rosenberg, Aerofarms CEO and founder
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When markets fail, all generations must work together

Insights and expertise

“Markets are on the whole efficient, but they also 
fail due to monopoly power or poor consumer 
information” according to French economics professor 
and Nobel Prize winner Jean Tirole. “The absence of 
equal opportunity, the breakdown of mutualisation 
of health risks and strong inequality are other instances 
of market failures, as there is no reason why the market 
will deliver outcomes resembling a harmonious society 
designed behind the veil of ignorance”.

Market failures underlie government intervention, 
and, if the state fails as well, individual and corporate 
social responsibility. While it is frequently expected, 
according to Tirole, that the state will correct market 
failure, this is frequently not the case. Socially 
responsible businesses can then do well by doing 
good, conditional on either taking a long-term view or 
by doing philanthropy on behalf of their stakeholders 
(consumers, investors, workers).

Tackling global warming
An important illustration of market failure is global 
warming, with Tirole saying there is a high level of 
urgency to tackle the problem: “We cannot continue 
to delay serious policy negotiations and have excessive 
emissions in the meantime.” Many of those who will 
be most affected by global warming either don't vote 
or have not been born as yet. Innovation is vital in the 
sector, said Tirole, as there has been a failure by both 
the market and the government.

The carbon price
Tirole, the honorary chairman of the Jean-Jacques 
Laffont - Toulouse School of Economics Foundation 
recently told the audience at the Lombard Odier 
Generations Summit of a simple solution for tackling 
the problem of carbon emissions. “There should be one 
price for carbon for all - regardless of the sector, country 
or who emits: the effect of a carbon emission is the 
same whether it is in Beijing or Venice,” he said. On the 
other hand, while economists agree that carbon should 
be priced, how this should be achieved (a carbon tax or 
a cap-and-trade system) has not been agreed upon.
Carbon pricing is necessary, but it can hurt the 
poor and the less developed countries, and its 
implementation will require compensating transfers. 
Poor and emerging countries, which will be large 
emitters looking ahead, should be compensated 
for hitting their CO2 targets, he said.

Focusing on the solutions
The eminent academic, whose work focuses 
on industrial organisation, game theory, banking 
and finance, and economics and psychology, 
outlined his views at the inaugural summit hosted 
by Lombard Odier where thought leaders were invited 
to find concrete solutions to conquer the climate crisis. 

Get global
One of the key ways in which climate change needs to 
be addressed is on a global, not local, level: otherwise 
the virtuous countries will see their carbon-intensive 
industries locate their activity abroad, and the readily 
available narrative of free-riding will undermine the 
determination of its citizens to fight climate change.

Like for other policies, those that address climate 
change should not address symptoms or propose 
miracle cures but should be impactful. It is important 
to engage with younger generations on the matter, 
so that all generations work together to tackle the 
problem, he said.

Jean Tirole, French economics professor and Nobel Prize winner
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We need to build our cities with the people at their heart. 
Brillembourg deems this “social sustainability.” The 
beauty of Brillembourg's philosophy is that he integrates 
the communities into the infrastructure of his designs. 
From giving locals in South Africa the physical tools to 
build their own homes, in keeping with the landscape, 
to rethinking open spaced schools for autistic children 
in the middle of a woodland, Brillembourg uses the 
environment and community around him to guide 
his designs. He poses the question, “What's more 
important, aesthetics or ethics?” Both was his reply. 
His beautifully crafted vertical gyms, for instance, in 
Caracas, went further than bringing together a local 
population. Crime went down by 30% as young people 
began to use the gym instead of prowling the streets and 
there was 25% increase in children going to the local 
school as crime rates fell.

Some reflections on the event 
from participants
“I thought it was perfectly executed and I found 
the sustainability content both thought-provoking 
and inspiring.”

“The quality of the speakers and activities 
was beyond reproach.”

“The event could not have been more well planned, 
balanced and attended. Great opportunity as well 
to meet a variety of people.”

“Struck the right chord with the next generation.”

“I leave the event having a much greater 
understanding of Lombard Odier, the team, 
the proposition and the Lombard Odier values.”Alfredo Brillembourg, award winning urban designer and architect 

Brillembourg is correct in his thinking that “through 
city building and citizen building, we can change 
democracy” and have a deep, social positive impact 
on underprivileged communities. We all have a right 
to a home, and we have to “rethink our tolerance of 
street life” by building them sustainably and using 
“public building as a public space”.
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The B Corp certification is one of the world’s most 
advanced ratings for corporate sustainability. 
Becoming a ‘B Corp’ involves a rigorous assessment 
of a company’s environmental and social performance 
and governance. It measures how companies manage 
its people, environmental footprint, products, suppliers 
and the communities with whom they interact.

Lombard Odier has a long heritage in corporate 
sustainability and supporting social and humanitarian 
causes, being one of the first private companies in 
Switzerland to establish an employee pension fund 
in 1910. The Group has also developed an ambitious 
environmental footprint plan and will launch several 
new initiatives, as the business strives to continually 
improve on its sustainability efforts.

B Corp certification is one of the world's most 
advanced ratings for corporate sustainability.

Lombard Odier’s new headquarters, at Bellevue on Lake 
Geneva, which is expected to complete during 2022, 

Lombard Odier Group Honoured in B Lab’s  
“Best For The World” Customer List
Lombard Odier Group was recognised in B Lab’s 2019 Best For The 
World customer category, following an independent and comprehensive 
assessment carried out by the leading sustainability non-profit organisation.

The customer category of B Lab’s Best For The World list measures the 
overall impact a company has on its customers by delivering products and 
services designed to solve social and environmental issues. To earn the 
recognition, Lombard Odier achieved a customer score in the top decile of 
more than 3,000 Certified B Corporations on the B Impact Assessment.

Corporate sustainability – becoming a B Corp
Lombard Odier Group has received B Corp certification from leading global 
sustainability non-profit B Lab, in recognition of its corporate sustainability practices.

Lombard Odier in focus

will also meet very high standards of environmental 
sustainability, with the quality of working conditions 
an integral part of the ecosystem.

Lombard Odier has been a pioneer in bringing 
impact to wealth and asset management.

“B-Corp recognition further demonstrates sustainability 
is at the very heart of our investment philosophy and 
our corporate values. For seven generations we have 
been constantly rethinking and innovating to secure 
the best future for the company, our clients and the 
next generation,” said Patrick Odier, Senior Managing 
Partner, Lombard Odier.

Andrew Kassoy, B Lab co-founder, commented: “B Lab 
is delighted to certify Lombard Odier as a B Corp. 
Lombard Odier has been a pioneer in bringing impact 
to wealth and asset management.  We hope that their 
leadership will inspire many other financial services 
businesses to join the B Corp community and act 
together to use the capital markets for good.”
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Why sustainability  
is good business

A roundtable discussion on the B Corp 
certification with corporate sustainability 
advisor Bertrand Gacon, senior portfolio 
manager James Fairweather, and 
Luke Fletcher, partner and head of social 
finance at law firm Bates Wells Braithwaite.

Luke Fletcher (LF): B Lab, the non-profit organisation 
that runs the B Corp certification, seeks to use 
business as a force for good. It was started by three 
US entrepreneurs, who were disillusioned when they 
came to sell their own company, and were obliged 
to sell to the highest bidder rather than the one that 
shared their values. The certification rewards firms 
with high standards of social and environmental 
performance, transparency, and balancing profit 
with purpose. 

It starts with a free, confidential questionnaire, with 
sections assessing governance, workers, community, 
environment and customers. A company can then 
apply for certification if it scores over 80 out of 200, 
and a B Corp representative will rigorously investigate 
their answers. Interestingly for me, in addition to 
the questionnaire, companies must also meet a legal 
requirement to integrate stakeholder consideration 
into their governance structure: so the company must 
be run not just for the benefit of shareholders but also 
for the benefit of wider society. This constitutional 
change is a simple, yet profoundly deep one for any 
company. For me it means that B Corp companies 
join a community of like-minded firms that share 
similar values.

Bertrand Gacon (BG): At Lombard Odier, we saw 
the B Corp assessment as a way to measure how 
far advanced we were in the sustainability process. 
We see it as part of an ongoing journey, a road map 
as to how we can constantly improve, and we hope 
there will be a snowball effect as the movement 
grows. Of course, B Corp certification is voluntary. 
But perhaps at some point in the next 10 years, 
companies will all attempt to align profit with purpose. 
We are certainly seeing rising pressure – from civil 
society, investors, politicians and regulators.

Bertrand Gacon  
Corporate Sustainability 
Consultant

Luke Fletcher   
Partner, Head of Social Finance, 
Law firm Bates Wells Braithwaite
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James Fairweather (JF): A quarter of the points we 
scored at Lombard Odier in our B Corp assessment 
were for our sustainable investment offering. We 
are currently embedding sustainability into all our 
investment processes, across the group. People talk 
a lot about demand for sustainable solutions coming 
from the younger generation. I think this is true, but 
by no means exclusively; this mentality is becoming 
more mainstream across the client base we serve from 
London. Anecdotally I would say interest has picked 
up materially even in the last six months. Of course, 
a sustainable approach has to deliver value for our 
clients, and we have to counter the myths that it affects 
returns. It is our strong conviction at Lombard Odier 
that sustainability will drive higher investment returns 
mid-term – something which has been borne out by 
the recent performance of our sustainable mandates 1.

B Corp have an interesting way of nudging 
companies towards doing the right thing.

BG: There are certainly signs that the sustainability 
movement is gaining momentum. In the days that 
followed the news of our own certification, B-Lab 
Switzerland received almost 300 enquiries from firms 
in Switzerland seeking information about it. There 
are now around 2800 B Corps globally in more than 
50 countries, including companies from many different 
sectors. This figure includes some publicly traded firms, 
and at least one big multinational listed firm, Danone, is 
now applying. This will be an interesting test of whether 
the system can be applied to firms where challenging 
shareholder primacy could prove more problematic.

B Corp have an interesting way of nudging companies 
towards doing the right thing. The system rewards 
positive movements; it does not punish companies’ 
actions. And B Corp re-certify companies every three 
years, so there is an incentive to continue improving.

I think that certification also raises 
some interesting questions with senior 

management that might never have occurred 
to them otherwise.

LF: Yes, there is potential reputational risk if a firm 
is not re-certified. That can be a powerful incentive. 
I think the scoring system is also interesting, and plays 
into senior managers’ behaviour – the incentive to 
compare one’s score against competitors, and to better 
one’s previous score, is high. I think that certification 
also raises some interesting questions with senior 
management that might never have occurred to them 
otherwise. For instance, looking at employee pay 
across the firm. I think it also changes management’s 
mind on the way a company creates value. That’s an 
important aspect for me – can we change the way 
companies think, from a narrow focus on quarterly 
performance to a broader, longer term view on their 
impact? Ideally, we would put the concept of impact 
into regulation, to ensure that all companies think 
about profit as just one element of their purpose.

BG: I agree, and I think regulators have a big role 
to play in pricing a company’s positive and negative 
externalities. At the moment, there is an artificial 
decorrelation between a company’s performance 
and its environmental and social impact. I think that 
will change as consumers become more demanding, 
regulators become more stringent and companies 
realise they risk losing their social licence to operate. 
B Corp certification is just one way of demonstrating 
that at Lombard Odier, we are taking these issues 
seriously.

1 USD balanced sustainable mandate has delivered three-year annualized performance of 12%, versus 11.8% for a standard balanced 
benchmark; EUR balanced mandate has delivered 5.8%, versus 4.9%. Performances are gross of fees and comprise the back-test of 
a theoretical allocation, combined with the performance of a real portfolio since 31.12.16.

James Fairweather  
Senior Portfolio Manager,
Lombard Odier (Europe) S.A.
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Why did you choose to join Lombard Odier?
I must admit that just a few months ago, I thought 
I would stay in Zurich until the end of my career! 
Initially, I was surprised when Patrick Odier contacted 
me to become a Partner. But my mind was quickly made 
up especially as I was already familiar with the company, 
whose Board of Directors I had joined when the legal 
structure was changed in 2014.

I have had the opportunity to sit on  
the board of directors of family companies 

such as Maus Freres and Kudelski  
for a long time, which has made me  
appreciate the model of being built  

for the long term.

Did Lombard Odier's status as an 
independent company with a long family 
tradition influence your decision?
Yes, it certainly played an important role. I have had 
the opportunity to sit on the board of directors of family 
companies such as Maus Frères and Kudelski for a long 
time, which has made me appreciate the model of being 
built for the long term. When partners speak with one 
voice, the model allows you to bring about real change, 
as with sustainability at Lombard Odier. I would also 
say that working for a firm that is more than 220 years 
old and whose mission is to accelerate digitalisation 
is a challenge that attracted me!

Working for a firm that is 
more than 220 years old and  

whose mission is to accelerate digitalisation 
is a challenge that attracted me!

As Head of Technology and Operations 
unit, what major projects lie in store 
for you?
Before I talk about projects, I would first like to say 
that I firmly believe we have one of the best banking 
platforms for investment, which is a great asset. I have 
seen many IT systems in my career and I am impressed 
by the computing power of our G2 system and the 
operational possibilities. But we must continue to 
develop it. This platform requires constant investment, 
both in terms of technology and client experience. 
Over time, we could also consider integrating certain 
market solutions in a few specific fields. We can't be 
the best in every single area! We also want to automate 
some processes in order to reduce costs and improve 
services. So we will continue to innovate to maintain 
our technological lead.

I firmly believe we have one of the best 
banking platforms for investment,  

which is a great asset.

“We will continue to innovate to maintain 
our technological lead” – interview with 
Alexandre Zeller, Lombard Odier Partner
Alexandre Zeller became a Managing Partner of Lombard Odier on 1 March 2019. 
A well-known figure in the banking world, and a frank and engaging character, here 
he shares his first impressions of the Group, project plans and his vision for the future.
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Will any other projects have an impact 
on clients?
We are considering the possibilities of online payments 
and electronic signatures. But for that to happen, 
there has to be a standard in Switzerland, so we are 
monitoring the market. We are also examining different 
cloud technologies which are increasingly being used in 
the banking system, thanks to their data protection and 
encryption capabilities.

You have a good overall vision of 
the challenges of digitalisation and 
innovation in the banking sector. How do 
you think Lombard Odier is positioned?
We have excellent assets, but we must not rest on our 
laurels. In the coming years, we will focus on two main 
objectives: firstly, to improve and strengthen the core of 
our IT system even more and secondly, to make it more 
agile. These two axes are essential in a world that is 
changing at an ever-faster pace.

We have excellent assets,  
but we must not rest on our laurels.

You have worked for very different 
financial institutions such as Credit 
Suisse, Banque Cantonale Vaudoise, 
HSBC and SIX. What key experiences 
have you gained at the technological 
level?
I remember that we audited our IT system about 15 years 
ago at BCV. The conclusion was that our platform would 
be dead within seven years, and yet it is still working well 
today! When it comes to technology, I think it's important 
to keep a cool head and not rush system changes. But 
we do need to be extremely vigilant about the rapid 
development of new technologies. The second significant 
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experience I would mention is that of HSBC, in particular 
the data theft that occurred before I arrived but for 
which I had to manage the crisis when the information 
was disclosed. This was mainly due to organisational 
shortcomings within the bank. Of course, you can never 
have full control over everything, but internal security 
processes and data protection are essential.

When it comes to technology,  
I think it's important to keep a cool head  

and not rush system changes.

You are known mainly for your banking 
background, but you have also sat on the 
board of directors for various companies. 
What have you learned from these 
experiences?
I think it is always interesting to see how another 
organisation works, with different models and systems. 
At Kudelski, I also liked being at the heart of cybersecurity 
issues. At Maus Frères, it was more the branding aspect 
that I found interesting, with a portfolio of brands ranging 
from Manor to Lacoste. Not to mention the pleasure of 
building long-term relationships with these families.

Your passion for the mountains is also 
part of your personality. You say that 
when you’re at the summit that you make 
important decisions, is that correct?
They always offer moments for reflection, which I really 
need. I try to set aside time for rock climbing or running 
in the mountains whenever possible. At the beginning of 
the year, I went to Colombia with friends to do just that. 
And of course, I enjoy our mountains in Switzerland 
a great deal.

If something fundamentally  
goes against our own values,  

we must not be afraid to disagree  
and take the necessary decisions.

You said in an interview a few years ago 
that “the greatest failure of all is to lose 
your freedom.” What freedom were you 
talking about exactly?
Freedom in terms of choices and decisions. This is 
one of my main drivers. If something fundamentally 
goes against our own values, we must not be afraid 
to disagree and take the necessary decisions. 
I have always tried to take this into account in 
my management, by not imposing arbitrarily but 
listening to my teams. For this to work, of course, 
employees must be committed and pull in the same 
direction. That's also why I joined Lombard Odier.

Alexandre Zeller 
Key Dates
1961:  Born in Geneva to a father in the military 

and a mother who was a porcelain painter.

1987:  Joins Credit Suisse after three years at 
Nestlé. Becomes a member of the Private 
Banking Executive Board in 1999, then 
CEO in 2001.

2002:  Appointed CEO of Banque Cantonale 
Vaudoise.

2008:  Takes over the management of HSBC 
Private Bank Switzerland in Geneva.

2013:  Appointed Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of SIX Group, the operator 
of the Swiss stock exchange.

2014:  Joins the Board of Directors of 
Bank Lombard Odier & Co Ltd.

2016:  Becomes Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of Credit Suisse (Switzerland) 
and then a member of the Board of 
Directors of Credit Suisse Group (2017).

2019:  Becomes a Partner of Lombard Odier.
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DYSFUNCTIONAL sought to forget 
function whilst celebrating the power of 
artistic expression. The idea of dysfunction, 
defined as ‘the disruption of normal social 
relations’, invited visitors to rethink the 
conventional relationship between form 
and function, art and design, the historical 
and the modern.

Carpenters Workshop Gallery, 
in partnership with the Lombard Odier 
Group, presented DYSFUNCTIONAL 
at Galleria Giorgio Franchetti alla Ca’ d’Oro 
Palazzo during the Biennale Arte 2019.

What defines an artwork? 
Why can artworks not be functional 
and when does design become art?

©Carpenters Workshop Gallery

https://www.carpentersworkshopgallery.com/
https://www.lombardodier.com/home.html?utm_campaign=cwg&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=press&utm_term=mediareleases&utm_content=february2019
https://www.lombardodier.com/home.html?utm_campaign=cwg&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=press&utm_term=mediareleases&utm_content=february2019
http://www.cadoro.org/?lang=en
http://www.cadoro.org/?lang=en
https://www.labiennale.org/en


The Carpenters Workshop Gallery partnership is a natural 
collaboration for Lombard Odier, given our shared approach 
as true ‘Rethinkers’

Frédéric Rochat, Managing Partner, Lombard Odier Group

Seventeen artists were invited 
to create a dialogue between 
the architecture of the Ca’ d’Oro, 
its collection of Italian masters 
and the best of contemporary 
collectible design. 

These included Atelier van Lieshout, 
Studio Drift, Maarten Baas, 
Nacho Carbonell, Vincent Dubourg, 
Verhoeven Twins and Virgil Abloh. 

“

https://www.lombardodier.com/contents/corporate-news/rethink-everything/2016/our-philosophy-our-perspectives.html
https://www.ateliervanlieshout.com/
http://www.studiodrift.com/
http://maartenbaas.com/
https://nachocarbonell.com/
https://www.carpentersworkshopgallery.com/artists/vincent-dubourg/
http://www.verhoeventwins.com/
https://www.off---white.com/en/CH/about
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Lombard Odier named ‘Western 
Europe’s Best Bank for Wealth 
Management’ by Euromoney

Lombard Odier has been named ‘Western 
Europe’s Best Bank for Wealth Management’ 
by the leading financial publication 
Euromoney at its flagship 2019 Awards 
for Excellence...

media releases

www.lombardodier.com

Connect with us on the web 
and social media
Investment outlooks, economic analysis and a variety of thematic articles – 
our digital channels host a huge range of content, including articles and videos 
on European and global themes. Subscribe to our newsletter on LO.com and 
follow us on social media to keep up to date.

Fear and loathing in global debt

Originally, debt did not bear the negative 
connotation it carries today. Debt was 
– and is – at the heart of new projects 
and underpins the materialisation of 
innovations.
Yet, the significant rise in global debt over 
the past two decades to near all-time 
highs begs the legitimate questions of its 
sustainability, and of our capacity to grow 
without further excessive leverage...

investment insights
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Lombard Odier Today head to 
our Instagram story and take our 
#WorldEnvironmentDay quiz! We’ll test 
you on the challenges faced by the 
environment and give you interesting 
facts about the world we live in. 
How can we tackle these problems ? 

One solution is to invest in a circular 
economy where we protect, recover 
and retransform products. Together, 
let’s build an economy where nothing 
goes to waste. Visit our website to read 
more on the circular economy. 

Data sources : 
World Economic Forum, 
The Guardian, UNCTAD, Bloomberg. 

Our Senior Managing Partner 
Patrick Odier was the Chairman of the 
Building Bridges Summit in Geneva, 
where decision makers & thought 
leaders were gathered to accelerate 
the transition towards sustainability.

Follow us to stay up-to-date

Whilst the traditional home ownership 
model is no longer viable for many, it hasn’t 
dampened the appetite for city centre 
living, nor impacted the growing desire 
for a smaller environmental footprint. 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ptLoNiy6GF0
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This was a key event in the UK life sciences calendar, 
and an exciting opportunity for investors, sector leaders 
and experts to discuss the future of one of the world’s 
most innovative, fast-growing industries.

The BIA is a champion of the UK life sciences sector, 
supporting innovative companies that are creating 
transformative treatments for patients. The organisation 
works with government, investors and other organisations 
to support an ecosystem that enables life science 
companies to start and grow successfully and sustainably.

The UK is the third-largest life science cluster in the 
world. The sector – including the Golden Triangle of 
Oxford, Cambridge and London – is flourishing, despite 
the obvious uncertainties around Brexit. UK biotech 

firms are currently attracting record levels of funding 1; 
their number has soared by 65% in the last three years 2.

According to UK Government statistics, at the end of 
2018 the life sciences industry employed 248,400 people 
nationally in 5,870 businesses and generated a turnover 
of GBP 73.8 billion. Eighty percent of these businesses 
were small and medium-sized enterprises.

UK biotech firms are currently attracting 
record levels of funding; their number 

has soared by 65% in the last three years.

The dynamic UK life sciences sector shares many of 
Lombard Odier’s values – innovation, marrying profit 
with purpose, and embracing the power of digital 
technology to create new solutions.

It is helping address the issue of changing 
demographics, one of the long-term, structural trends 
we see transforming the global economy to a more 
sustainable model. UK research and drug development 
is tackling issues as diverse as ageing populations, 
cancer, chronic disease and antimicrobial resistance.

According to UK government statistics,  
at the end of 2018 the life sciences industry 

employed 248,400 people nationally and 
generated a turnover of GBP 73.8 billion.

The BIA’s annual, two-day CEO and Investor Forum 
brought together leaders in the field, to debate the 

Lombard Odier unveils new support 
for UK life sciences
Lombard Odier was proud to sponsor the UK BioIndustry Association (BIA) 2019 CEO 
and Investor Forum from 24-25 June.

Lombard Odier in focus
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1 Source: BIA
2 Source, Downing LLP estimate, March 2019 (data from Q1 2016 – Q1 2019)

implications of a shifting international and domestic 
landscape, as well as to network, share experiences, 
best practice and the latest in thought leadership.

The forum’s discussion topics included scaling life 
sciences businesses, fundraising, successful intellectual 
property strategies, the future of the sector and why the 
UK is uniquely positioned to succeed. The event also 
showcased a number of exciting young entrepreneurs 
and their companies.

Sponsorship of the BIA is just one way in which 
Lombard Odier supports cutting-edge projects in the 
fields of science and technology – from funding particle 
physics research at the CERN laboratory, to support 
for France Digitale, which champions French digital 
start-ups.

“The entrepreneurial spirit of the BIA’s members and 
investors, their dedication to improving lives, and 

their innovative use of technology to advance these 
aims are a good fit with our own philosophy,” said 
Lombard Odier Senior Private Banker Dylan Samuel.

Sponsorship of the BIA is just one way in which 
Lombard Odier supports cutting-edge projects 
in the fields of science and technology - from 

funding particle physics research at the CERN 
laboratory, to support for France Digitale, 
which champions French digital start-ups.

“The BIA’s Forum is an excellent opportunity to connect 
with a like-minded organisation, and to meet fellow 
entrepreneurs working at the heart of an ideas-driven 
industry. We hope that this fruitful exchange is the start 
of a wider, long-term collaboration,” he added.
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The awards are among the banking industry’s ultimate 
accolades and are highly competitive, with more than 
1,000 submissions received from candidates all over 
the world last year.

“We are very proud to receive this award, which reflects 
our unwavering focus on serving our clients for well 
over two centuries, and our commitment to exceptional 
wealth management and long-term value creation,” 
said Patrick Odier, Senior Managing Partner.

“We are constantly rethinking and improving our 
services and solutions, for today’s clients and the next 
generation, as we look to an evolving world, a rapidly 
changing investment landscape, and the demands of 
tomorrow’s sustainable economy.”

This award recognises Lombard Odier’s leading position 
in wealth management. The Euromoney judging panel 

highlighted the bank’s independence, bespoke approach 
and “boutique” feel, its cutting-edge technology and 
commitment to sustainability as key differentiating 
factors.

“The bank is solely owned by its Managing Partners, 
allowing for consistent investments in the business 
and perfect alignment of interests with its clients,” 
said Helen Avery, Corporate Social Responsibility 
Editor at Euromoney.

The judging panel highlighted our independence, our 
bespoke approach and “boutique” feel, our cutting-edge 
technology and our commitment to sustainability as key 
differentiating factors.

“The bank is also a leader in digital wealth management 
though its My LO platform, allowing clients to securely 
review their global portfolio on any device,” she added.

We celebrate a summer of awards
Lombard Odier was named ‘Western Europe’s Best Bank for Wealth Management’ 
by the leading financial publication Euromoney at its flagship 2019 Awards 
for Excellence.

Lombard Odier in focus
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The strength of our investment management platform 
and our advertising campaign won us three awards at 
the prestigious European WealthBriefing Awards 2019, 
while our UK ultra-high net worth team also received 
special commendation.

The ceremony, at London’s Guildhall, celebrated 
our achievements in delivering excellence for our 
clients, with awards for ‘Best European Private 
Bank – Investment Management Platform’, ‘Best UK 
Private Bank – Investment Management Platform’, 
and ‘Best Marketing/PR Campaign.’ We were also 
highly commended in the category ‘UK Private Bank – 
Ultra-High Net Worth Team.’

Wealth Manager of the Year – 
Global Investor Awards 2019

Best Initiative of the Year 
in Relationship Management 
Technology, Globally – PWM 
Wealth Tech Awards 2019

Best Investment Management Platform, Best PR/Marketing 
Campaign – European WealthBriefing Awards 2019
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